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In recent years, the use of data mining and machine learning techniques for safety analysis,
incident and accident investigation, and fault detection has gained traction among the aviation
community. Flight data collected from recording devices contains a large number of heteroge-
neous parameters, sometimes reaching up to thousands on modern commercial aircraft. More
data is being collected continuously which adds to the ever-increasing pool of data available for
safety analysis. However, among the data collected, not all parameters are important from a
risk and safety analysis perspective. Similarly, in order to be useful for modern analysis tech-
niques such as machine learning, using thousands of parameters collected at a high frequency
might not be computationally tractable. As such, an intelligent and repeatable methodology to
select a reduced set of significant parameters is required to allow safety analysts to focus on the
right parameters for risk identification. In this paper, a step-by-step methodology is proposed
to down-select a reduced set of parameters that can be used for safety analysis. First, corre-
lation analysis is conducted to remove highly correlated, duplicate, or redundant parameters
from the data set. Second, a pre-processing step removes metadata and empty parameters.
This step also considers requirements imposed by regulatory bodies such as the Federal Avia-
tion Administration and subject matter experts to further trim the list of parameters. Third,
a clustering algorithm is used to group similar flights and identify abnormal operations and
anomalies. A retrospective analysis is conducted on the clusters to identify their characteristics
and impact on flight safety. Finally, analysis of variance techniques are used to identify which
parameters were significant in the formation of the clusters. Visualization dashboards were
created to analyze the cluster characteristics and parameter significance. This methodology is
employed on data from the approach phase of a representative single-aisle aircraft to demon-
strate its application and robustness across heterogeneous data sets. It is envisioned that this
methodology can be further extended to other phases of flight and aircraft.
I. Nomenclature
ANOV A = Analysis Of Variance
ASAP = Aviation Safety Action Program
ASI AS = Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing
ASRS = Aviation Safety Reporting System
CL ARA = Clustering for Large Applications
CSV = Comma Separated Values
CV R = Cockpit Voice Recorder
DFDR = Digital Flight Data Recorders
DI AN A = Divisive Analysis
DM = Dissimilarity Matrix
DNE = Does Not Exist
F AA = Federal Aviation Administration
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FDR = Flight Data Recorders
FOQA = Flight Operational Quality Assurance
GA = General Aviation
GPS = Global Positioning System
H AT = Height Above Touchdown
N ASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NaN = Not a Number
NTSB = National Transportation Safety Board
ODM = Ordered Dissimilarity Matrix
PAM = Partitioning Around Medoids
PCA = Principal Component Analysis
SME = Subject Matter Experts
SOT A = Self Organizing Tree Algorithm
SSE = Sum Squared Error
t − SNE = t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
V AT = Visual Assessment of cluster Tendancy
II. Introduction
In recent years, the use of data mining and machine learning techniques for safety analysis, incident and accident
examination, and fault detection has been gaining traction among the aviation community. Modern commercial airplanes
are capable of recording thousands of heterogeneous parameters at various sampling rates [1]. Regulatory agencies
such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) impose certain requirements defining parameters that must be
recorded by commercial airliners during operations, including parameters related to the state, attitude, control surface
deflections, engine information, environmental conditions, Global Positioning System (GPS) information, and others [2].
Data-driven safety programs such as Flight Operational Quality Assurance (FOQA) [3] aim to improve safety through
the collection and analysis of routine flight data and has been widely adopted in commercial operations. Modern
commercial aircraft are thus equipped to record thousands of parameters at a high frequency throughout the duration
of the flight [1]. This recording capability coupled with the high volume of operations results in an explosion of
flight data available for safety analysis to airliners and operators. Indeed, the number of operators using flight data
collected on-board through Digital Flight Data Recorders (DFDR) has increased exponentially in the past few decades
[1]. Airliners have established flight safety divisions to analyze flight data, investigate safety issues, and proactively
identify risks. Similarly, collaborations between industry and government such as the Aviation Safety Information
Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS) [4] have spurred research in data-driven techniques for aviation safety. This data is
typically used during retrospective analysis to identify anomalies during routine operations using various machine
learning techniques [5–13]. These safety analyses are conducted at a system-level whereas sub-system level safety
analysis for existing and upcoming technologies has been subject of previous work and is beyond the scope of the
current work [14].
However, among the data collected, not all information is equally important from a safety and risk perspective.
Additionally, there are often challenges associated with leveraging machine learning techniques and available datasets.
Many of the parameters collected can be highly correlated due to the physics of the airplane, redundancy of sensors,
redundancy of parameters created by varying units, derived parameters, etc. Some data varies throughout the flight
while some stays constant. There might also be parameters that have no correlation with safety. As millions of flights
are flown and the size of the data grows, knowing which parameters analysts need to pay attention to becomes very
critical. As such, there is a need to identify the most influential parameters from among the thousands available in order
to build better risk prediction models. Finally, while the capabilities of modern commercial aircraft in terms of their
data recording are exceptional, some variability may exist among different aircraft types. Therefore, developing and
implementing a repeatable and robust method to down-select parameters most critical to safety can help harmonize
analyses across a heterogeneous fleet of aircraft.
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III. Background
A. Review of prior efforts related to aviation safety
In the past, accidents have been the primary triggers for identifying problems and developingmitigation strategies [15].
However, with the industry moving towards a more proactive approach, data collected from routine operations is now
analyzed for unusual behaviors or pattern identification. The data and parameters available for such analyses can vary
according to their application or purpose. For example, in the General Aviation (GA) domain, there are few parameters
recorded on board the airplane or helicopter. In such instances, important parameters such as energy-based metrics are
identified from among those recorded using domain expertise [16–19]. In other instances, safety events are defined
using thresholds on specific parameters that have been identified by subject matter experts. An example of this type
of definition is the well-known stabilized approach criteria [20]. Similar definitions exist for helicopter approach
stability [21]. In commercial airline operations, data collected from on-board recorders contains thousands of channels
of discrete, binary, continuous, and categorical values. These parameters may be organized in the form of a multi-level
hierarchy, which consists of multiple levels of abstraction for the data collected.
Efforts have also been made over the years to leverage machine learning techniques to identify risks in aviation
operations. First, Li et al. [9] leveraged clustering algorithms to detect abnormal flights without requiring the use of
predefined criteria. Results obtained from their work showed that cluster-based anomaly detection identified significantly
more anomalies when compared to results from exceedance analysis, an approach that is widely used by airlines. Even
though their research did not provide insights into parameters critical to risk identification, it highlighted the use of
clustering algorithms to identify risks in flight safety.
Second, Puranik et al. [12] used energy-based metrics to evaluate various safety-critical flight conditions. Many
loss-of-control accidents are correlated to poor energy management. This work highlighted the potential value of using
energy metrics and clustering techniques to identify anomalous General Aviation flight operations. The scope of this
work can be further expanded to identify parameters critical to flight safety in commercial aviation.
Finally, Olive et al. [22] developed a framework to identify and characterize anomalies in en-routeMode S trajectories.
This involved using a trajectory-clustering method to obtain the main flows in an airspace and using auto-encoding
artificial neural networks to perform anomaly detection in flown trajectories. Even though their work provided valuable
insights into estimating risks of midair collision, it did not focus on identifying parameters critical to risk identification.
B. Research Gaps & Objective
The review of efforts related to improving flight safety highlights a few limitations and/or gaps. Commercial aviation
aircraft are fitted with state of the art sensors and record a large number of parameters which may provide insight
into safety risks. However, there are limited studies on automated identification of important or critical parameters
from a flight safety perspective. Second, previous efforts have focused solely on identifying anomalous flights and
limited work has been carried out to identify parameters that are indicative of anomalies. This work addresses
this gap by developing and implementing a methodology for identifying these parameters that may help identifying
root causes of these anomalies. Third, identification of critical or important parameters manually by subject matter
experts (SME) can be a tedious task considering the high dimensionality of the data sets. This research addresses
this gap by developing a systematic methodology that minimizes human effort. Finally, the review of prior research
highlighted the use of clustering algorithms in the context of flight safety. However, a rigorous benchmarking of
different clustering algorithms is lacking. There is a need to perform a benchmarking exercise to determine the most
appropriate clustering algorithm for the task at hand. Based on the research gaps identified, the focus of this research is to:




The methodology developed in this work is outlined in Figure 1. The following subsections provide further details
of each step of the methodology and the specific choices made at each step.
Fig. 1 Steps in the parameter significance identification and clustering methodology. Those highlighted in the
dotted box are repeated iteratively for various feature vector options
A. Data Identification and Acquisition
Aviation safety data can be obtained from five primary sources: Flight Data Recorders (FDR), Cockpit Voice
Recorder (CVR), Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP), Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS), and Flight
Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA).
• Flight Data Recorders (FDR) monitor and record aircraft parameters such as time, altitude, heading, airspeed,
etc. Some FDRs record flight characteristics such as power settings, instrument readings, etc. that can be used by
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to develop animations for the visualization of the last moments
of a flight [23]
• Cockpit Voice Recorders (CVR) record flight crew voices and other sounds such as stall warnings, landing gear
extensions and retractions, etc. in the cockpit of an aircraft. These recordings are typically used by investigators
to investigate accidents, in addition to other data sources such as FDR [23]
• Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP) is a voluntary reporting system used by airlines and the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) to detect safety-related issues before they cause an accident. Flight crews anonymously
report safety-related events, which can be reviewed by analyzing flight data [24]
• Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) is a confidential system developed by the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration (FAA) that allows pilots and other flight crews to report incidents such as near misses, which may not be
recorded. These reports, which are managed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), are
analyzed and used to make improvements to aviation safety [25, 26]
• Flight Operations Quality Assurance (FOQA) consists of regularly recorded aircraft sensor measurements and
switch settings. FOQA data is similar to FDR data. However, airlines decide which parameters to record for the
FOQA dataset
Among these, Flight Operations Quality Assurance data consists of regularly recorded aircraft sensor measurements
and switch settings. The flight data obtained from the flight data recorder are a multivariate time series, whose lengths
typically vary between records due to varying duration of the flight. The data collected consists of thousands of
parameters (numerical, discrete, categorical, text, etc.) recorded at a frequency of up to 16 Hz. Typical FOQA programs
involve a continuous cycle of data collection from on-board recorders, retrospective analysis of flight-data records,
identification of operational safety exceedances, design and implementation of corrective measures, and monitoring to
assess their effectiveness.
In the present work, de-identified FOQA data obtained from commercial airline routine operations is utilized. The
data consists of comma separated variable (CSV) files of approximately 5,000 flights with 623 parameters collected at a
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frequency of 1 Hz. The total size of the data set is over 150 GB with each file averaging around 35 MB. The data from
each flight can be further divided into various phases of flight such as Taxi Out, Take off, Climb, Cruise, Approach,
Landing, Roll Out, etc. The data is extracted in the form of text files and converted to CSV along with some data
cleaning (such as removal of incomplete or corrupted files etc.). Consequently, flight data from the approach phase of
flight, comprised of 623 parameters was used for this research.
B. Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis is commonly used in feature selection processes to identify feature relevance as well as feature
redundancy. Redundancy in high-dimensional data sets is not always clear, especially when a feature is correlated to a
set of features [27]. If left unaddressed, high correlations may lead to skewed or misleading results [28]. A correlation
analysis conducted prior to feature selection can provide valuable insight into the pairwise relationships between features.
Results of the analysis can help maintain features that are highly correlated with the machine learning application while
selecting feature subsets that have minimal inner-correlation [29].
Fig. 2 Sample Correlation Matrix
An analysis is conducted with Python scripts that identify linear pairwise correlations using the Pearson correlation
coefficient. The domain of the coefficient (r), {r | -1 ≤ r ≤ 1} indicates a perfectly negative correlation at r = -1 and a
perfectly positive correlation at r = 1. A value of zero indicates no measurable linear correlation. Figure 2 shows a
sample correlation matrix illustrating the magnitude of the relationship between features in a FOQA dataset.
Correlation coefficients with magnitude near |1| often indicate duplicate and/or redundant features. Temperature
measurements captured in multiple units is one example that displays this magnitude. Some derived features also exhibit
perfect or near perfect linear correlations. When conducting a pairwise trade-off of derived and original features, the
default is to select the original in lieu of the derived as this is thought to maintain the greatest amount of orthogonal
information. By reducing the absolute value of the correlation coefficient in small increments and reanalyzing the data,
additional redundant or near-redundant feature pairs emerge. The iterative process of selecting lower values for the
correlation coefficient and evaluating highly correlated feature pairs continues until the analyst is confident that the
remaining features are independent enough to obtain accurate and clear results from the machine learning application.
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C. Pre-processing
The pre-processing stage in the methodology involves down-selecting parameters based on correlation analysis,
SME review, and other miscellaneous methods. The output of this stage is a series of parameter subsets which are
unique combinations of parameters used to generate feature vectors in the next step. Parameter sets were generated for
the purpose of this research to identify the sensitivity of clustering performance and results to the combinations of
parameters in the sets. Furthermore, comparing the clusters and parameter significance across parameter sets could
validate the assumptions and SME review part of this pre-processing section. A summary of the pre-processing steps is
shown in Table 1. Figure 3 graphically depicts the number of parameters remaining during each pre-processing step. It
also highlights the significant reduction of parameters in certain steps and emphasizes the importance of pre-processing
in parameter selection.









1 Remove metadata 623 228 395
2 Remove discrete 395 185 210
3 Remove correlation = 1 210 6 204
4 Remove correlation >= 0.99 204 38 166
5 Remove correlation >= 0.97 166 19 147
6 Remove correlation >= 0.95 147 6 141
7 Remove misc. parameters 141 79 62 0
8 SME parameter removal 62 12 50
9 Remove correlation >= 0.90 50 2 48 1
10 SME parameter removal 48 14 34 2
11 SME parameter removal 34 10 24 3
Fig. 3 Number of Parameters at Each Pre-Processing Step
Step 1 of the pre-processing consists of removing metadata parameters from the FOQA data. Metadata parameters
are characteristics of the flight itself and do not vary during the flight. Examples include Departure Airport Name,
Departure Runway, etc. Step 2 involves removing the discrete parameters from the set. It is noted that discrete
parameters are certainly important from a flight-safety perspective, since they could include various switches in the
cockpit such as Autopilot, Autothrottle, Mode Selectors, etc. However, for the purpose of this research, a decision
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was made to include only continuous parameters as the current feature vector generation (presented in Section IV.D),
normalization methods, and clustering algorithms (both presented in Section IV.E) work for continuous parameters only.
The inclusion of discrete parameters is scope for future work, which would include additional research into various
encoding methods, normalization methods, and algorithms to handle mixed data types.
Steps 3-6 and 9 use the results of the correlation analysis to remove highly correlated parameters at various thresholds.
The focus of step 7 is the removal of miscellaneous parameters that were clearly not relevant for this analysis. These
parameters included any calculated parameters (e.g. Lift), empty parameters, directional parameters (e.g. Compass
Heading), and any duplicate parameters.
Steps 8, 10, and 11 involve SME review of the parameter sets. For example, parameters that are not related to the
aircraft (mainly atmospheric parameters such as Headwind, etc.) are removed during step 10. These reductions driven
by SME reviews are inherently more subjective and therefore must be made cautiously. Collaborative consideration
from multiple SME sources should be considered for these steps in the approach. A regulatory review is also beneficial
as regulatory parameter requirements have been established by experienced SMEs. The results and comparison across
the different parameter sets could yield additional insight and validation of the SME review. A summary of which
parameters are included in the different parameters sets is provided in Table 5 in the Appendix.
D. Feature Vector Matrix Generation
This stage of the methodology (from Figure 1) involves generating feature vectors using the FOQA data and
parameter combinations from the previous stage. A feature vector is a vector that contains information describing
an object’s important characteristics. In this case, a feature vector for a given flight involves mapping FOQA entries
from the flight into a single row vector. A feature vector matrix has all of the feature vectors for a set of flights, with
each row representing a given flight. Each column in the feature vector is a parameter-altitude combination and the
naming convention for each column is Parameter_i, where Parameter is the name of the parameter and i is an integer
counter that represents a particular altitude above touchdown. For this analysis, the feature vectors were sampled using
HAT (Height Above Touchdown). For example, Airspeed (true)_10 signifies the 10th HAT interval for the parameter
Airspeed (true). Therefore, each column represents the value of a parameter across all flights at the sample height
above touchdown. The format of a feature vector and feature vector matrix is shown in Figure 4. Note that if a column
(parameter-altitude combination) in the feature vector has the same value for all flights, then that column is removed
from the analysis because that column would have no effect on the clustering results. The feature vector matrices are the
inputs to the clustering algorithms.
Fig. 4 Notional Example of a Feature Vector Matrix
In order to test the sensitivity of the clustering results to the definition of the approach phase, three different altitude
cutoffs were used to extract the data for the feature vectors. In parallel work [5], a more thorough treatment of the effect
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of approach phase length on safety risk and anomalies is presented. In the present work, all feature vectors ended at the
touchdown point (i.e. 0 height above touchdown) and all feature vectors used an altitude interval of 50ft. The three
altitude cutoffs were:
• 1,000 ft above touchdown to the touchdown point, in 50ft intervals
• 3,000 ft above touchdown to the touchdown point, in 50ft intervals
• 5,000 ft above touchdown to the touchdown point, in 50ft intervals
As such, a total of 12 feature vectors are created using the combinations of the three altitude segments and four
parameter sets described in Table 5 in the Appendix.
E. Clustering
The next step in the methodology focuses on leveraging clustering algorithms to achieve the objectives of this
research. Clustering is an unsupervised Machine Learning technique that has been widely used to identify trends and
patterns in datasets. Clustering is achieved by partitioning datasets into clusters, where objects in one cluster are similar
to each other compared to objects in other clusters [30–34]. Figure 5 provides an overview of the steps taken to cluster
the feature vectors highlighted previously.
Fig. 5 Overview of clustering process
1. Normalize data
The clustering process can be skewed by parameters with larger ranges of values, as they will completely dominate
the other parameters. It is thus important to normalize the feature vectors using methods such as z-score standardization.
Z-score standardization scales parameters to ensure that they have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one




2. Reduce dimensionality of data
Using datasets with many features makes it difficult to explore and understand the relationships between the features.
To address these challenges, the dimensionality of datasets should be reduced to minimize the number of random
variables under consideration. Dimension reduction techniques such as the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) produce a set of principal components, which reduces the likelihood of overfitting models, and makes it easier
to explore and visualize relationships between features [38–40]. In particular, the t-SNE technique calculates the
probability of the similarity of points in high and low dimensional spaces. The similarity of points is calculated as the
conditional probability that a point X would choose point Y as its neighbor if neighbors were picked in proportion to
their probability density under a normal distribution centered at X. The difference between the conditional probabilities
in the higher dimensional and lower dimensional spaces is then minimized to produce a representation of data points in
the lower dimensional space [41–43]. In the context of this research, the t-SNE technique was implemented after the
highly dimensional dataset produced poorly performing clusters.
3. Assess clustering tendency of data
The majority of clustering algorithms split up datasets into predefined numbers of clusters, even if no meaningful
clusters exist. It is thus important to assess the clustering tendency of a dataset to determine if meaningful clusters
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can be created [44–47]. Hopkins statistic [48] and Visual Assessment of cluster Tendency (VAT) [44–47, 49] are two
methods that are commonly used to determine if a dataset has a non-random structure and will produce useful clusters
[49]. The null hypothesis for the Hopkins statistic is defined as the dataset being uniformly distributed. The alternative
hypothesis is defined as the dataset not being uniformly distributed. Thus, a Hopkins statistic close to zero means that
the null hypothesis is rejected and that the dataset has a high clustering tendency [50]. The Visual Assessment of cluster
Tendency (VAT) on the other hand is an image that indicates the presence of meaningful and well separated clusters,
represented by dark boxes along the main diagonal of the image, as seen in Figure 6. The VAT is implemented by
computing the Dissimilarity Matrix (DM) between objects in the dataset using the Euclidean distance measure [51, 52].
An Ordered Dissimilarity Matrix (ODM) is then created by reordering the original Dissimilarity Matrix so that similar
objects are close to one other. The Ordered Dissimilarity Matrix is then displayed as the VAT for the dataset [44–47].
Fig. 6 Visual Assessment of cluster Tendency (VAT)
4. Benchmark algorithms
Clustering algorithms have different methodologies and assumptions. It is thus important to benchmark different
clustering algorithms to identify the best suited one for the dataset under consideration. The clustering algorithms
benchmarked for this research are:
1) Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering Algorithms: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms group
similar objects in multidimensional spaces into categories by assigning each object to a cluster and then merging
similar clusters by their proximity to each other [53]. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms
leveraged for this research are:
• Complete Linkage: The distance between two clusters is defined as the longest distance between two
objects in each cluster [54]
• Average Linkage: The distance between two clusters is defined as the average distance between each object
in one cluster to every object in the other cluster [54]
• Centroid Linkage: The distance between two clusters is defined as the distance between the centroids of
the clusters
• Single Linkage: The distance between two clusters is defined as the shortest distance between two objects
in each cluster [54]
• Ward: The distance between two clusters is defined as how much the sum of squares will increase when
the clusters are merged [55]
2) Divisive Analysis (DIANA): This algorithm initially places all objects into the same cluster. At each point in
time, the algorithm then splits the largest available cluster into two smaller clusters until each cluster contains at
least one object [56]
3) Self Organizing Tree Algorithm (SOTA) Clustering Algorithm: This algorithms splits objects into clusters
without specifying a predetermined number of clusters. It does so by detecting patterns in the dataset without
any human interaction [57]
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4) Kmeans Clustering Algorithm: The Kmeans algorithm assigns objects to a predetermined number of clusters,
where the differences between objects in each cluster are minimized, and the differences between objects in
different clusters are maximized [58]
5) Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) Clustering Algorithm: The Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) or
k-medoids clustering algorithm is similar to the Kmeans clustering algorithm. However, the PAM algorithm
clusters objects into a predetermined number of clusters around medoids or centers [56]
6) Clustering for Large Applications (CLARA) Clustering Algorithm: This algorithm works similarly to the
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) or k-medoids clustering algorithm, where objects are clustered around
centers or medoids. However, the CLARA algorithm only clusters a sample of the large dataset and then assigns
the remaining objects in the dataset to the clusters obtained from the sample [56]
7) Model-based Clustering Algorithm: This algorithm is a statistical model made up of a combination of Gaussian
distributions that are used to fit the data, where each combination of Gaussian distributions represents a cluster
[59]
5. Evaluate clusters
Most clustering algorithms require users to arbitrarily select the number of clusters to be used. In order to ensure
that the combination(s) of optimal number of clusters and best suited algorithms are identified, there is a need to vary
the number of clusters used while benchmarking the different algorithms. This combination is identified using these
evaluation metrics:
• Connectivity: "This measures the extent to which items are placed in the same cluster as their nearest neighbors
in the data space" [57, 60, 61]. Connectivity ranges from zero to infinity and should be minimized
• Dunn Index: This measures the ratio between the smallest distance between items in different clusters and the
largest distance between items in the same cluster [60–62]. The Dunn Index ranges from zero to infinity and
should be maximized
• Silhouette: This measures the average distance between different clusters [60, 61, 63] and ranges from 1 to -1. A
Silhouette score of -1 refers to poorly clustered items while a score of 1 refers to well clustered items
F. Parameter Significance
After different clustering algorithms are applied and evaluated, the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [64] is
performed on selected clustering results to identify parameter significance. The goal of the one-way ANOVA is to
determine whether a parameter has a common mean across different clusters. In other words, parameter’s significance
is identified if the mean values of its distributions across multiple clusters are different enough. The ANOVA for the
one-way layout can be derived as follows. Using the linear model [64]:
yi j = η̂ + τ̂i + ri j, i = 1, ... , k, j = 1, ... , ni (1)
where yi j is the jth observation in cluster i, η̂ is the estimated overall mean, τ̂i is the estimated ith cluster effect, the
errors ri j are independent N(0, σ2) with mean 0 and variance σ2, k is the number of clusters, and ni is the number of
observations in cluster i. Then using the dot subscript to indicate the summation over the particular index, the following
decomposition is obtained:
η̂ = ȳ.., τ̂i = ȳi. − ȳ.., ri j = yi j − ȳi. (2)
Equation 1 then becomes:
yi j − ȳ.. = (ȳi. − ȳ..) + (yi j − ȳi.) (3)





(yi j − ȳ..)2 =
k∑
i=1





(yi j − ȳi.)2 (4)





(yi j − ȳi.) = 0 (5)
so that these cross-product terms do not appear in Equation 4. Equation 4 indicates that the corrected total sum of
squares equals the treatment sum of squares (SST) plus the error sum of squares (SSE). In this specific case, the
treatment sum of squares is also the between-cluster sum of squares and the error sum of squares is the within-cluster
sum of squares.
The F statistic for the null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the clusters, H0 : τ1 = ... = τk , is,
F =
∑k
i=1 ni(ȳi. − ȳ..)2/(k − 1)∑k
i=1
∑ni
j=1(yi j − ȳi.)2/(N − k)
(6)
where N is the total number of observations. Under the null hypothesis H0, this F statistic has an F distribution with
parameters k − 1 and N − k, and the area under its curve to the right of the observed F value is defined as the p value
p = Prob(Fk−1,N−k > F) (7)
A small p value provides evidence that there is an cluster-to-cluster difference for the current parameter. In the rest
of this work, the F test rejects the null hypothesis H0 at the 0.01 level.
Fig. 7 Examples of significant (left) and nonsignificant (right) parameters under ANOVA
The two examples in Figure 7 illustrate how the one-way ANOVA is used to identify parameters’ significance. The
left panel of Figure 7 shows an example in which the parameter “True airspeed (knots)” distributes differently between
the three clusters. The p value in this case is smaller than 0.001, which rejects the null hypothesis H0 : τ1 = τ2 = τ3 at
the 0.01 level. The right panel of Figure 7 is another example in which the parameter “Height above touchdown (ft)” is
insignificant under the ANOVA test. In this example, a p value of 0.837 is a strong indication that the distributions of
this parameter have the same mean and are similar across all three clusters.
Once H0 is rejected in a case, two follow-up questions emerge: (1) what pairs of clusters are different, and (2) how
does the parameter behave in each cluster? These questions will be addressed by further in-depth comparisons in the
post-processing section.
G. Post-processing and Decision-Making Framework
The final step in the methodology presented in Figure 1 is to evaluate the results of the clustering and post-process
the data. There are two main parts to this step. The first is a high-level analysis of the clustering metrics results from the
clustering algorithms presented in Section IV.E for all of the feature vectors generated in Section IV.D. The second
part is a detailed cluster analysis for a particular feature vector case to identify cluster characteristics and significant
parameters. To aid in the post-processing, interactive dashboards were created for both parts using Tableau version
2019.3.
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1. Analyzing Clustering Metrics
The objective of this part is to evaluate the clustering performance of the various feature vectors generated using the
Connectivity, Dunn Index, and Silhouette Score outlined in Section IV.E. For each feature vector, the combination of
clustering algorithm and number of clusters that had the best score for these three metrics was selected as the output
from the clustering step. This output represents a case that is the best performing combination of algorithm and number
of clusters for a given feature vector. The metrics for each case were plotted on an interactive dashboard so that each
case can be compared and contrasted. Furthermore, the t-SNE plot was also saved for each case and incorporated in the
dashboard. An example of the clustering metrics dashboard indicating the results for different feature vectors is shown
in Figure 8.
Fig. 8 Clustering Metrics Decision-Making Dashboard
The core capabilities of the interactive dashboard are summarized below:
• Displays the variation of Connectivity, Dunn Index, and Silhouette Score as a function of number of parameters in
each feature vector
• A user can click on a particular case data-point and the corresponding t-SNE chart will be displayed
• Highlight the results of a selected clustering algorithm, feature vector altitude cutoff, or number of optimal clusters
to observe how clustering performance varies across these dimensions
• When the user clicks on a case data-point, it will highlight on all three of the metric charts
As such, this dashboard allows the user to compare the clustering performance of the different cases and then select
which cases should be explored further to analyze the characteristics of the resulting clusters.
2. Analyzing Cluster Characteristics
Once the user has selected a case of interest from the dashboard presented in Figure 8, the characteristics of
the clusters themselves can be analyzed using the detailed parameter analysis dashboard created in this part of the
methodology. An example of this dashboard is shown in Figure 9. The dashboard incorporates the cluster labels for the
selected case, parameter distributions, parameter time-series, and the ANOVA results from Section IV.F.
The main capabilities of this interactive dashboard are summarized below:
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• Rank order the parameters by their ANOVA significance score
• Display the number of clusters and how many flights are in each cluster
• The user can click on a parameter in the Parameter ANOVA Significance pane and the corresponding plots for that
parameter are displayed
• Display of a box plot that shows the distribution of the selected parameter across the different clusters
• The user can apply an altitude filter to the box plot to only show data for a particular altitude range
• Display of a line graph that shows the variation of each parameter as a function of height above touchdown (each
line represents a flight and its color-coded by cluster)
• Filter to hide/show certain clusters from the box plot and line graph
• The user can click on a cluster label in the Number of Flights per Cluster section and the corresponding cluster of
flights is highlighted in the line graph
• The user can select an individual flight and highlight by Flight ID - this is useful to compare the behavior of
individual flights across multiple parameters
This dashboard allows the user to analyze the characteristics of each cluster and identify the parameters that drive
the formation of the clusters.
Fig. 9 Example of Detailed Parameter Analysis Dashboard for a Particular Case
V. Implementation and Results
This section discusses results obtained for a use case focused on identifying an appropriate set of parameters for
detecting anomalies in the approach phase of flight using the methodology presented in Section IV.
A. Use Case Description: Approach and Landing Phases
Improving safety during the approach and landing phases has been a subject of interest due to the critical nature of
these phases of flight. Errors or deviations from the flight path during approach and landing are more likely to end in
accidents or incidents, as they have a smaller safety margin due to the limited time for a pilot to correct an error or react
to a deviation [65]. The frequency of safety event occurrences also varies with respect to the phase of flight. Table 2
provides a breakdown of events by phase of flight for the de-identified flight data available. Specifically, it shows that
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approximately 80% of events occurred during the approach phase of flight. Thus, while it is important to analyze all
phases of flight, this research focuses on identifying outliers and significant parameters during this phase. Consequently,
each of the feature vectors were generated using data from the approach phase. The remainder of this section discusses
results obtained from the feature matrices generated in the approach and landing phases using different numbers of
parameters and approach phase lengths.
Table 2 Events by phase of flight
Phase of flight Frequency (%)












1. Assess clustering tendency of data
The clustering tendency of each feature matrix was assessed using Hopkins Statistic and the Visual Assessment of
cluster Tendency (VAT). This was done after normalizing and reducing their dimensionality using t-SNE. The Hopkins
statistic obtained for the feature matrix generated with 24 parameters and an altitude cutoff of 5,000 ft above touchdown
was 0.051, which indicates very high clustering tendency of the data. The presence of multiple dark boxes along the
diagonal of Figure 10 also indicates that the clustering tendency of the dataset is very high.
Fig. 10 Visual Assessment of cluster Tendency (VAT) for feature matrix generated with 24 parameters and an
altitude cutoff of 5,000 ft above touchdown
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2. Benchmarking and evaluation of clustering algorithms
Figure 16 in the Appendix shows the results obtained from the evaluation metrics used to determine the appropriate
clustering algorithm and optimal number of clusters for the feature matrix generated with 24 parameters, 5,000 ft. In
particular, it shows that the appropriate algorithm for this feature matrix is one of the Hierarchical algorithms, and the
optimal number of clusters is two. It is worth noting that the combination of Hierarchical algorithms with two clusters
was identified as the best scoring combination for each of the feature matrices.
Analysis of the clusters revealed that 4,371 flights were placed in one large cluster, while 24 flights were outliers
for each of the feature matrices, as seen in Figure 11. Further analysis also revealed that the 24 outlier flights were
characterized by abnormal values of the parameter Acceleration (normal load-factor) (g’s). This parameter was constant
at a value of -3.375 g’s for the entire length of the approach phase. It was also observed that these flights were
operated with the same aircraft, and that the observed patterns may have been a result of faulty sensors, such as a faulty
accelerometer. This finding was noted, and consequently the 24 flights were isolated and the clustering process was
repeated with the remaining 4,371 flights in cluster 1, as seen in Figure 11. This re-clustering of cluster 1 leads to
additional insight of all the flights without an erroneous sensor.
Fig. 11 Visualization of clusters obtained from the Hierarchical algorithms for the first pass of all feature
vectors
All of the results and discussion henceforth are for the second pass of clustering on the main group of 4,371 flights.
The metric results for this second pass are shown in Figure 17 in the Appendix. In this case, the optimal algorithm-cluster
combination was not clear through the metrics, as each metric had a different ranking. For the best connectivity score,
the hierarchical clustering algorithm with 2 clusters was optimal. For the best Dunn index, the hierarchical clustering
algorithm with 8 clusters was optimal. For the best Silhouette score, the k-means clustering algorithm with 8 clusters
was optimal. The resulting t-SNE plot for these three results are shown in Figures 12. The decision-making dashboards
outlined in Section IV.G were used to decide which results to analyze in detail. The results are discussed below in
Section V.D.
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Fig. 12 t-SNE Plots of Optimal Algorithm-Cluster Combinations for Second Pass of 24 Parameter, 5,000 ft
Feature Matrix
C. Parameter Significance
In this section, the ANOVA-based parameter significance approach introduced in Section IV.F is extended to identify
influential parameters throughout the entire approach phase. Here, we introduce the procedure of arriving at an ANOVA
summary table for each case, and discuss the results from two example cases using the same feature matrix of 24
parameters, 5,000 ft (for the second clustering pass).
Figure 13 shows an ANOVA summary table for 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, and 2 hierarchical clusters. In the majority of
this table, each cell contains the parameter significance information for a specific parameter and height above touchdown
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combination. Note that in a 5,000 ft approach case, there are 101 altitude levels (every 50 ft, indexed 0-100). Due
to limited space, each table only displays 21 altitude levels using an increment of 5. Each cell corresponding to a
parameter and altitude level combination indicates the one-way ANOVA comparison result similar to Figure 7. A result
of ‘1’ indicates that the ANOVA test has a p value smaller than 0.01 and the parameter is identified as significant at this
altitude level. Similarly, a result of ‘0’ indicates an insignificant result, and an ‘N/A’ indicates that the parameter is
not applicable in this altitude level. The ‘Significance Score’ at the bottom of the table averages the applicable scores
for each parameter. For example, in Figure 13 the parameter ‘True Airspeed (knots)’ has ‘1’s in 17 out of 21 altitude
levels, and a significance score of 0.81 is calculated. Under this evaluation method, a parameter with higher significance
score is deemed more influential in the approach operation. In the case of Figure 13, six parameters have a significance
score higher than 0.5, indicating that they are overall more influential than the other parameters under the current
altitude levels and clustering methods. From the table in Figure 13, one can also observe the distribution of parameter
significance. Some parameters are significant only in certain segments during the whole approach phase. This also
provides insights on segment-level parameter significance.
Similar results from 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, and 8 hierarchical clusters are shown in Figure 14. As we increase the
number of clusters on the exact same data set, one prominent observation is that the majority of ANOVA test results
becomes ‘1’, which means that more parameters are now identified as significant. In Figure 14, among the 24 parameters,
19 parameters have a significance score of higher than 0.5. Some of them are significant in all the altitude levels. This
result is expected because increasing the number of clusters leads to a better differentiation of the flights.
D. Detailed Cluster Analysis Using Decision-Making Framework
The decision-making dashboards from Section IV.G were applied to the second-pass results of the 24 parameter,
5,000 ft approach feature matrix.
1. Analyzing Clustering Metrics
First, the high-level clustering metrics dashboard (outlined in Section IV.G.1) was used to determine which clustering
result of the 24 parameter, 5,000 ft approach feature matrix should be examined in further detail. Recall that the second
pass of this feature matrix resulted in three different optimal algorithm-cluster combinations, as outlined in Section
V.B.2 and illustrated in Figure 12.
Figure 15 shows the metric dashboard with the hierarchical algorithm with 8 clusters case highlighted. This result
was highlighted because the hierarchical clustering algorithm seemed to determine seven different "outlier" groups of
flights that are relatively distinct from the main group of flights (cluster 1). After comparing this 8-cluster-hierarchical
result to the 2-cluster-hierarchical result in Figure 12, the 8-cluster version was chosen for multiple reasons. It captures
cluster 2 in the 2-cluster result and also adds additional insight into six other clusters not captured in the 2-cluster
result. The three metrics shown in Figure 15 have acceptable values with no extreme outliers. And finally, the
8-cluster-hierarchical result is the most optimal for this feature matrix in terms of Dunn Index (as shown in Figure 17
in the Appendix). Additionally, the 8-cluster-hierarchical result might be more meaningful than the 8-cluster-kmeans
result shown in Figure 12 since the clusters in the hierarchical result seem to have more distinct, dense clusters. Taking
into account these considerations, the result of the hierarchical algorithm with 8 clusters for the second pass of the 24
parameter, 5,000 ft approach feature matrix was used for the rest of this analysis.
2. Analyzing Cluster Characteristics
The detailed cluster analysis dashboard (outlined in Section IV.G.2) was built for the 8-cluster-hierarchical result
for the 24 parameter, 5,000 ft feature matrix. A snapshot of the dashboard is presented in Figure 9. This dashboard
was used to determine the characteristics of each cluster as well as what parameters drove the formation of the various
clusters. A summary of the cluster characteristics is shown in Table 3.
The ANOVA result from Section V.C is summarized in Table 4. The 19 highlighted parameters have an ANOVA
significance score greater than 0.5, and are thereby labelled as "critical parameters" for this particular feature matrix.
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Fig. 13 ANOVA summary table for 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, and 2 hierarchical clusters
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Fig. 14 ANOVA summary table for 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, and 8 hierarchical clusters
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Fig. 15 Clustering Metric Dashboard Showing the Performance of the Hierarchical Algorithm with 8 Clusters
for the Second Pass of the 24 Parameter, 5,000 ft Approach Feature Matrix
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1 4,072 - Main cluster
2 43
- Steady N1/vibration until 2,500ft then increase in magnitude and variance in vibration
- Predominantly stepped approaches with a step around 2,500ft
- Landing gear deployed around 2,500ft - 3,000ft
- Deceleration (airspeed decrease) around 2,500ft
- Relatively lower median airspeed below 2,000ft
- Vertical speed median around -1,000ft/min with some large positive outliers
- Large positive glideslope deviation around 1,500ft then changes to large negative deviation
at 50ft - potential overcorrection
- Large positive localizer deviation around 700ft, corrected by around 300ft
- Roll angle of -30deg around 1,000ft to 300ft
3 68 - Relatively more negative lateral acceleration throughout the approach
4 118
- Large oscillatory behavior in engine-related quantities
- Likely go-around flights, as confirmed by trajectory plot
5 6
- Relatively low N1 and fuel flow
- Relatively high oil temperature
- Relatively low oil pressure
6 25
- Predominantly stepped approaches with a step around 3,000ft
- Spike in pitch attitude at 3,000ft
- Spike in N1 an other engine related quantities at 3,000ft
- Flaps and landing gear deployed at 3,000ft
- Deceleration (airspeed decrease) around 3,000ft
- Relatively lower median airspeed below 3,000ft
- Spike in vertical speed to 0ft/min at 3,000ft
- Positive glideslope deviation at 3,000ft and until around 500ft
- Localizer deviation at -3 dots from 3,000ft until around 600ft then returns to zero around
300ft
7 6
- Approach phase starts at around 2,000ft
- Short final approaches; configuration set by 1,500ft
8 4
- High oscillatory longitudinal acceleration in the last 1,500ft
- Localizer and glideslope deviations medians around 0, with very little variance
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Table 4 Parameter ANOVA Significance for 24 Parameter, Last 5,000 ft, Hierarchical 8 Clusters Pass 2 Results
Parameter Name ANOVA Significance Score
Acceleration (lateral) (g’s) 1.000
Airspeed (true) (knots) 1.000
EGT (left inbd eng) (deg C) 1.000
Flap Position (deg+=TED) 1.000
Fuel Flow Total (lbs/hr) 1.000
Landing Gear Position (0 = up, 1 = in transit, 2 = down) 1.000
N1 (left inbd eng) (%) 1.000
Pitch Attitude (Capt or Only) (deg) 1.000
Vibration Level (N1; left inbd eng) 1.000
Vibration Level (N1; right inbd eng) 1.000
Ground Track Distance to Touchdown (nm) 0.990
Acceleration (longitudinal) (g’s) 0.980
Vertical Speed (best avail) (ft/min) 0.980
Oil Temperature (left inbd eng) (deg C) 0.970
Oil Pressure (left inbd eng) (psi) 0.802
Glideslope Deviation (1 or only) (dots) 0.663
Pitch Rate (deg/sec) 0.644
Height Above Touchdown (HAT) (ft) 0.594
Localizer Deviation (1 or only) (dots) 0.545
Acceleration (normal load-factor) (g’s) 0.366
Roll Attitude (Capt or Only) (deg) 0.366
Yaw Rate (deg/sec) 0.356
Roll Rate (deg/sec) 0.139
Normal Force through Combined Gear (lbs) 0.000
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3. Details of Cluster Characteristics
This section highlights the key findings from the detailed cluster analysis dashboard (outlined in Section IV.G.2)
that informed the cluster characteristics in Table 3. The figures that are referenced in this section are located in the
Appendix (Section VI.C).
Cluster 1 is labelled as the main baseline cluster with 4,072 flights. However, it is interesting to note that there seems
to be additional sub-clusters and outliers within cluster 1, as can be seen from the t-SNE plot in Figure 15. For example,
the Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) data for cluster 1 in Figure 18 highlights one particular flight with significant
anomalous readings. Further analysis of this cluster, including a third pass of re-clustering could reveal additional
insights and groups of these remaining 4,072 flights in cluster 1.
Cluster 2 consists of 43 flights with some relatively distinct characteristics highlighted in Table 3. These flights
are predominantly stepped approaches with a level-off segment at approximately 2,500 ft above touchdown. During
this level-off at 2,500 ft, there is a large decrease in airspeed (deceleration), as highlighted in Figure 19. Furthermore,
the figure also shows that the mean airspeed for this cluster is low when compared to the rest of the flights between
2,000 ft and touchdown. The glideslope deviation plots for this cluster (shown in Figure 20) also provide some insight.
The majority of the flights in this cluster have a large positive glideslope deviation from 2,000 ft to approximately
1,500 ft. This large positive deviation then decreases to a large negative deviation at 50 ft before going back towards
zero deviation at touchdown. This could suggest that these flights were too high after the level-off segment and then
over-corrected to try and get back on the glideslope, potentially signifying an unstable approach.
Another interesting insight from cluster 2 comes from the localizer deviation (Figure 21) and the roll attitude
(Figure 22) plots. The localizer deviation plot shows that the majority of the flights have a large positive deviation from
2,000 ft until approximately 700 ft. The aircraft then turns such that a roll attitude of -30 degrees is maintained from
approximately 1,000 ft to 300 ft. The localizer deviation approaches zero at around 300 ft above touchdown. This
suggests that these flights all made moderately steep turns very close to the ground (within 1,000 ft above touchdown).
Further investigation of these flights may help determine the cause of this maneuver, i.e. if it was an air traffic constraint,
airport-related constraint, operational constraint, or some other reason that could influence flight safety.
Cluster 3 is comprised of 68 flights that all have relatively more negative lateral acceleration throughout the approach
phase as shown in Figure 23. Some of the flights even reach peaks of -0.5 g’s of lateral acceleration during the
approach. This analysis identified the critical parameter that led to the formation of this cluster, and these flights could
be investigated further to determine the cause of the lateral acceleration anomalies. For example, the anomalies could be
caused by high crosswinds or some other precursor.
Cluster 4 has 118 flights that display significant oscillatory behavior in the majority of parameters (oscillatory with
respect to height above touchdown). The oscillatory behavior seems most common in the engine related parameters
such as the N1 (fan speed percentage), as shown in Figure 24. Further investigation of this cluster’s trajectories (Figure
25) show that the majority of the flights are likely go-around or missed approach flights.
Cluster 5 contains 6 flights. These flights have relatively low N1 and fuel flow, relatively high oil temperature, and
relatively low oil pressure (all in the left engine). For example, the oil temperature values of this cluster relative to
the others is displayed in the box plot and line graph in Figure 26. Further analysis could be conducted to identify the
precursors and other contributing factors, such as oil quantity.
Cluster 6 is quite similar to cluster 2 in the fact that the majority of flights are stepped approaches. Cluster 6 has 25
flights that all have a level-off segment around 3,000 ft above touchdown, as illustrated in Figure 27. The majority of
these flights undergo significant deceleration in this level-off phase, as shown in the airspeed plots in Figure 28. This
level-off phase can also be seen by a spike in the vertical speed to 0ft/min at 3,000 ft, as shown by Figure 31. The engine
fan speed plot in Figure 30 illustrates that the N1 was constant until the level-off segment at 3,000 ft, then increased to
maintain altitude before decreasing and varying until touchdown. Moreover, the localizer deviation plots in Figure 29
show that the flights predominantly had a localizer deviation of -3 dots from 3,000 ft until around 600 ft and then a
return to zero around 300 ft above touchdown. These were relatively large localizer deviations close to the touchdown
point, potentially indicating an unstable approach or some other event. These flights could be investigated further to
determine the root causes of this deviation.
Cluster 8 contains 4 flights, making it is a relatively small cluster. However, the flights have significant differences in
the distribution of the longitudinal acceleration, demonstrated by the box plot in Figure 32. The line graph in the figure
also suggests that the longitudinal acceleration was highly oscillatory during the last 1500 ft of the approach phase.
In summary, the detailed cluster analysis dashboard facilitated an interactive and thorough analysis of the different
clusters as well as the parameters that were significant in the formation of these clusters. These results could be used to
investigate some flights in more detail and to potentially identify new events and insight relevant to flight safety.
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VI. Conclusion and Future Work
The use of machine learning techniques for safety analysis, incident and accident investigation, and fault detection has
gained increased traction among the aviation community. In this paper, a robust and repeatable method for categorizing
heterogeneous flight data obtained from operations and identifying critical parameters that are indicative of anomalies is
identified. The methodology consists of a series of steps that can be repeated for similar data sets to yield valuable
insights into operations and safety.
A systematic process of down-selecting parameters based on removal of highly correlated parameters, subject matter
expert opinions, removal of discrete parameters and metadata categorization is demonstrated to yield smaller parameter
subsets. Feature vectors are generated using the parameters subsets and variations in approach phase length. Following
feature vector generation and feature matrix construction, a rigorous benchmarking of different clustering algorithms is
demonstrated in order to identify the best algorithm and the optimal number of clusters in which to divide the available
dataset. Finally, a one-way analysis of variance is conducted to identify the significance of various parameters in the
clustering results. In order to use this work in a decision-making context, a dashboard that enables interactive analysis
of the data is constructed and leveraged.
The implementation of the methodology on the dataset reveals various interesting clusters within the data analyzed.
Along with a large cluster of nominal operations, a variety of smaller clusters are formed based on abnormal or unusual
variations in the parameters. A rank-ordered list of parameters leads to the formation of these clusters providing further
insight into why such clusters are formed and how they can aid in the analysis of results by safety experts.
In the future, this work can be readily extended to other phases of flight as well as other airframes. This can lead to a
holistic understanding of the fleet-level operations and identify trends that could lead to problems or difficulties in the
future. Another avenue of future work is to modify this approach to a time increment-based feature vector definition
rather than a height above touchdown-based feature vector definition. Finally, future work can explore the possibility of
incorporating subject matter expert feedback into the clustering process, thereby increasing the likelihood of uncovering
potential safety issues and reducing the frequency of false positives.
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Appendix
A. Summary of Parameter Sets Contained in Feature Vectors
Table 5 Parameter Sets for the Feature Vector Generation
Parameter Set 0 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
Acceleration (lateral) (g’s) 1 1 1 1
Acceleration (longitudinal) (g’s) 1 1 1 1
Acceleration (normal load-factor) (g’s) 1 1 1 1
Aileron Position (asymmetric) (deg+=RWD) 1 1 1
Air Density (ambient) (slugs/ft3) 1
Air Temperature (outside) (deg C) 1
Airspeed (true) (knots) 1 1 1 1
Angle of Attack (Best Available) (deg) 1 1 1
Best Estimate of Terrain Elevation (ft) 1
Coverage of Closest Cloud Layer 1 1
Crosswind (knots) 1 1
EGT (left inbd eng) (deg C) 1 1 1 1
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Elevator Position (deg+=TEU) 1 1 1
Flap Position (deg+=TED) 1 1 1 1
Flight Director Pitch (degrees) 1
Flight Path Acceleration (g’s) 1 1
Flight Path Load-Factor (g’s) 1 1
FMS Lateral Deviation (1, Left, or only) (ft) 1 1
FMS Vertical Deviation (1, Left, or only) (ft) 1 1
Fuel Flow Total (lbs/hr) 1 1 1 1
Glideslope Deviation (1 or only) (dots) 1 1 1 1
Glideslope Deviation (2) (dots) 1 1
Ground Speed (best avail) (knots) 1
Ground Track Distance to Touchdown (nm) 1 1 1 1
Headwind (knots) 1 1
Height Above Touchdown (HAT) (ft) 1 1 1 1
Horizontal Stabilizer (Pitch Trim Surface) Position (deg+=TEU) 1 1 1
Hydraulic Pressure (A, 1, or Left) (psi) 1 1 1
Hydraulic Pressure (B, 2, or Center) (psi) 1 1 1
Landing Gear Position (0 = up, 1 = in transit, 2 = down) 1 1 1 1
Localizer Deviation (1 or only) (dots) 1 1 1 1
MSL Altitude of Closest Cloud Layer (ft) 1
N1 (left inbd eng) (%) 1 1 1 1
N1 Target (left inbd eng) (%) 1
Normal Force through Combined Gear (lbs) 1 1 1 1
Normal Force through Nose Gear (lbs) 1
Oil Pressure (left inbd eng) (psi) 1 1 1 1
Oil Quantity (left inbd eng) (quarts) 1 1 1
Oil Quantity (right inbd eng) (quarts) 1
Oil Temperature (left inbd eng) (deg C) 1 1 1 1
Pitch Angle to Sun (degrees up from nose of aircraft) 1 1
Pitch Attitude (Capt or Only) (deg) 1 1 1 1
Pitch Command (deg+=Nose Up) 1
Pitch Rate (deg/sec) 1 1 1 1
Roll Attitude (Capt or Only) (deg) 1 1 1 1
Roll Rate (deg/sec) 1 1 1 1
Rudder Pedal Pos (+=Nose Right) 1
Rudder Position (lower) (deg+=TER) 1 1 1
Speed Brake Handle (deg) 1
Speed Brake Position (deg += TEU) 1 1 1
Spoiler Position Asymmetry (roll assist) (deg+=RWD) 1 1 1
Sun Angle from Nose (degrees from nose of aircraft) 1 1
Total Fuel Quantity (lbs) 1
Vertical Separation from Closest Cloud Layer (ft) 1 1
Vertical Speed (best avail) (ft/min) 1 1 1 1
Vertical Wind (ft/min) 1
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Vibration Level (N1; left inbd eng) 1 1 1 1
Vibration Level (N1; right inbd eng) 1 1 1 1
Vibration Level (N2; left inbd eng) 1 1
Vibration Level (N2; right inbd eng) 1 1
Yaw Angle to Sun (degrees to right of nose of aircraft) 1 1
Yaw Rate (deg/sec) 1 1 1 1
Total number of parameters 62 48 34 24
B. Summary of clustering results
29
Fig. 16 Identification of appropriate clustering algorithm and optimal number of clusters for feature vector
generated with 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, first pass
30
Fig. 17 Identification of appropriate clustering algorithm and optimal number of clusters for feature vector
generated with 24 parameters, 5,000 ft, second pass
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C. Figures for Details of Cluster Characteristics
Fig. 18 Cluster 1 EGT Anomaly
Fig. 19 Cluster 2 Airspeed
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Fig. 20 Cluster 2 Glideslope Deviation
Fig. 21 Cluster 2 Localizer Deviation
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Fig. 22 Cluster 2 Roll Attitude
Fig. 23 Cluster 3 Lateral Acceleration
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Fig. 24 Cluster 4 N1
Fig. 25 Cluster 4 Trajectories
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Fig. 26 Cluster 5 Oil Temperature
Fig. 27 Cluster 6 Trajectories
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Fig. 28 Cluster 6 Airspeed
Fig. 29 Cluster 6 Localizer Deviation
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Fig. 30 Cluster 6 N1
Fig. 31 Cluster 6 Vertical Speed
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Fig. 32 Cluster 8 Longitudinal Acceleration
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